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The BFIA.  Making Busan a city 
where foreigners feel comfortable

and want to live
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Busan Phone Counseling Center helps foreigners residing in Busan to solve any problems or hardships they encounter.
* Language support: Korean, English, Chinese, Indonesian, Vietnamese

The BFIA offers essential information for foreigners including explanations of the public transportation transfer system, educational
facilities for children of foreign residents, consultation hours at general hospitals and information on how to use their services. Every
month, the BFIA published 'Busan Life' and an e-Newsletter, providing a variety of information on Busan in Korean and English, and sent
them to locals and foreigners alike across the city, as well as to Koreans living abroad and to a number of relevant institutions.



The BFIA provides foreigners with the chance to understand Korea better through cultural programs and by motivating them to study
Korean harder by holding language proficiency contests.



The BFIA's Korean language classes are designed to help foreign residents adapt themselves to life in Busan by improving their Korean
language proficiency.

The BFIA is supporting active foreign communities residing in Busan. The aim is to strengthen the relationship between the BFIA and
foreigner communities, as well as  to provide practical assistance to foreigners. 





The BFIA offers opportunities to experience a vanety of different cultures and create friendly relationships through personal and cultural exchanges. 
The BFIA participate in major international events held in other sister cities in order to promote Busan, thereby improving our city's international standing.
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The BFIA invites public servants and officials from public institutions of Busan's sister cities to attend training courses on Busan's IT industrial
growth. This helps to promote Busan's advanced technology and future potential as well as to cultivate influential support for Busan.

Fam Tours are held to activate exchanges between Busan and its sister cities and to introduce Busan abroad more effectively. Visitors, after
returning to their countries, then introduce Busan to the people of their nation and deliver other content about Busan through their local media.



Medical and cultural volunteer groups visited Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam for ten days. This visit was aimed at activating personal exchanges
between the two sister cities and offering Busan's citizens the opportunity of experiencing a foreign culture. During this visit, the medical
volunteer group offered locals free medical treatment and cultural volunteers offered Korean language, taekwondo, art and music
programs.



The Korea-Russia Cooperation Center has been established to achieve closer cooperation between major cities in Russia and Busan. The
center promotes civilian and academic exchanges and supports the Russian community in Busan.



The BFIA links organizations wishing to connect with overseas cities in order to expand and activate private exchanges between Busan and
its sister cities. We also look forward to offering practical help to any organizations or schools, especially from Busan's sister cities, seeking to
establish an exchange relationship.

00The BFIA is holding its Best International Exchange Programs Contest for private organizations and schools engaged in promoting various
international exchanges. This contest is intended to encourage businesses and other organizations in the field to share ideas among
themselves.



The BFIA gives subsidies to private organizations for international exchange activities, to make Busan a more global city.



The BFIA hold workshops and seminar for international exchange groups and foreigner supporters in Busan to share their activities,
informaion and Know-how.





The 2009 Global Gathering, held during Cosmopolitan Week (Cosmopolitan Day was May 20) created a cosmopolitan festive mood in
Busan for the enjoyment of foreign and local citizens and visitors. The Global Gathering featured a Cosmopolitan Day ceremony, culture
exhibition booths, opportunities for cultural experience and other performances.



The World Cultural Classes are intended to raise Busan citizens' sense of internationalization by introducing other countries' languages and
cultures. Class programs usually offer beginner level language study and study of the country's culture, food, plays, songs and history.

The BFIA opened a workshop for supporters who have participated in BFIA activities. Korean and foreign supporters enjoyed various group
activities together, promoting mutual friendship. They also shared their opinions about the BFIA, international exchanges and participation
in volunteer activities at a number of special lectures. 
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